
Note:  Max. load capacity for LED shelves
          ‘Nova’: 5lbs/4"

SKU Nova600   - 24”
Nova900   - 36”
Nova1200 - 48”

Materials aluminum, glass

Color silver with frosted glass

Measurements 24" x 8" x 2"
36" x 8" x 2"
48" x 8" x 2"
Glass: 5/16”

Light Color Options 6000K

Power Consumption 1.44 W/ft  (18 LEDs/ft.)
24” Shelf: 2.88 W
36” Shelf: 4.32 W
48” Shelf: 5.76 W

Mounting wall mount

Supplied with 76” power connecting wire with plug-
in driver

  600 mm
  900 mm
1200 mm

LED glass edge lighting is the principle of how
we lighten the Nova’ line of glass shelves.

Using a sturdy, frosted 5/16” piece of glass
which inserts into the wall mount, the LEDs
light up the whole shelf and bring it to a glow.

A different LED glass edge lighting effect can
be achieved, by using regular clear glass with
just frosted edges.
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Installation instructions:
1. Remove the shelf out of the box and remove metal bracket from the rear side of shelf.
2.. Using a level, mark where the shelf is going to be mounted.
3. Using the screws that are included, install the metal wall bracket, making sure the recessed outside of metal bracket faces out. Please
     keep in mind that if wall anchors are necessary, your shelf will only be as stable as your preferred method of mounting.
4. Once the bracket has been securely mounted, simply slip the shelf on the top of the bracket at a slight angle, allowing it to “Click” into place.
5. Connect the plug-in driver to an outlet.

AS ALWAYS, WE ARE HERE TO HELP YOU. FEEL FREE TO CALL US AT 1-800-WE SELL AND WE WILL BE HAPPY TO ANSWER ANY
QUESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE!


